an essay by Harry W. Mazal OBE

Introduction
Legal Antecedents
Adolf Hitler became Chancellor of Germany on January 30, 1933. Foreseeing the need to
legalize the incarceration of political opponents, a Presidential Order, signed by President von
Hindenburg, Chancellor Adolf Hitler, Minister of the Interior Frick, and Minister of Justice Dr.
Gürtner, appeared exactly one month later on February 28, 1933 in the Reichsgesetzblatt Nr.
17 (Legal Bulletin of the Reich No. 17). The Order included the following:
§1
Articles 114, 115, 117, 118, 123, 124 and 153 of the Constitution are
invalid until further notice. Restrictions on the freedom of the individual, the
right to free speech, including freedom of the press and the right of
photo 1
assembly and the right to form groups, infringements on the secrecy of
post, telegraph and telephone communications, house searches,
confiscation and limitation in property ownership over and above the previously
legally specified limitations are now permissible.
[...]
§4
...Those who endanger human life by their opposition will be sentenced to penal
servitude, or in extenuating circumstances to a term of imprisonment of not less than
six months... 1,2 <photo 1>
The Dachau Concentration Camp officially opened on Wednesday, March 22, 1933, a scant six
weeks later. An article in the Münchner Neueste Nachrichten of March 21 reported:
The Munich Chief of Police, Himmler, has issued the following press
announcement:
On Wednesday the first concentration camp is to be opened in Dachau
with an accommodation for 5000 persons. All Communists and -- where
necessary -- Reichsbanner and Social Democratic functionaries who
endanger state security are to be concentrated here, as in the long run it is
photo 2
not possible to keep individual functionaries in the state prisons without
overburdening these prisons, and on the other hand these people cannot
be released because attempts have shown that they persist in their efforts to agitate
and organize as soon as they are released.
[...]
Police Chief Himmler further assured that protective custody is only to be enforced
as long as necessary. [...] The widespread rumors regarding the treatment of
prisoners are shown to be inaccurate. . . 3,4 <photo 2>
A similar article appeared on the same date in the Völkischer Beobachter, the Nazi Party
newspaper. <photo 3> Hitler had acquired modern American rotary presses to increase
circulation of this daily with a loan from Ernst Hanfstaengl. 5,6
Less than three months after their ascendancy to power, the leaders of the Third Reich had
eliminated or severely curtailed the basic, inalienable civil rights of the German people. It was but
a portent of what was yet to come. <photo 4>
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Concentration Camp Dachau : The Early Days
By the first of May, 1933, there were 1200 inmates in the camp; mostly political prisoners from
Munich. These were comprised by "...members of the Social Democratic and Communist
parties, many Catholics and many Jewish doctors and lawyers." 7 Guards began murdering
inmates from the very first days of the camp's existence.
Close to the end of 1933, 4,821 registered prisoners had arrived in Dachau. By 1945, 206,206
prisoners had been registered. The total number of dead may never be known. Soviet prisoners
of war were summarily executed by the thousands, civilians were assigned by the Gestapo to the
camp for "Sonderbehandlung" ("Special Treatment," a Nazi euphemism which signified
"killing"), and a great many died in evacuation marches and death marches. These deaths were
never registered. The International Tracing Service in Arolson reports 31,591 dead among the
prisoners that were registered.8

Disposal of Bodies
Before the Nazi invasion of the Soviet Union in 1941, deaths were caused principally through
natural attrition, exposure, disease, or as the result of executions for supposed violations of the
"Disciplinary and Penal Code for the Prison Camp" issued by SS-Oberführer Eicke on October
1, 1933, which included:
§ 11 Any person who at work, in the living quarters, kitchen workshops, toilets or
rest places engages in subversive politics, holds provocative speeches, congregates
with others for this purpose, forms cliques, loiters, collects or receives or buries
information, repeats or smuggles out of the camp by means of a note or some other
method to a camp visitor information, either true or false, concerning the camp, to
be used in our enemies horror propaganda, or who sends written or verbal
message through released or transferred prisoners, conceals them in items of
clothing or other objects, throws them over the wall, writes coded messages, or
any person who in order to incite rebellion climbs onto the roof of the huts or up
trees, or transmits signals with a lamp or by any other means, seeks outside
contact, or advises, supports or aidsothers in escape or crime, will be hanged as a
subversive instigator under the terms of the revolutionary law. 9
The edict was nothing less than a license to kill on the merest pretext. Hans Beimler, who was
imprisoned in Dachau for only four weeks in 1933 before he was able to escape reported the
brutal murder of nearly 50 men during that period. 10
Dead prisoners posed a considerable problem for the Nazis. Initially the dead were buried in
common graves at the Leitenberg and Waldfriedhof. Records show that 6,223 bodies were
exhumed from the Leitenberg, and 1,124 were taken from nine different places. 11 It is probably
impossible to determine how many of the dead were buried there before
construction of the crematories, and how many were put in common graves
toward the end of the war when the ovens could no longer cope with the number
of dead. <photo 5>
photo 5
By 1941 the problem of body disposal had reached a critical point. Russian prisoners of war by
the thousands were assigned to Dachau while an ever-growing influx of political prisoners, 'antisocials,' and Jews, most of whom were never registered, were added to the soaring population.
In 1940 alone, 22,675 new, registered prisoners were incorporated into Dachau and its
subsidiary work camps. The number of unregistered deaths that occurred at the camp will
probably never be known:
How many were imprisoned in Dachau? Who died in Dachau? Who were
their torturers and executioners? The answers to these and similar questions
differ considerably. Thus, estimates of the number of deaths in Dachau vary
enormously. Zauner, the retired mayor of Dachau put it at 20,600, Pastor
Niemöller (quoting an inscription written in Dachau in 1945) at 238,756. Slew
Gardner named a similar figure (230,000) in an article in the Sunday Express on
10 January, 1960.
Why this great lack of certainty and the enormous differences between the
estimates? ... The root of the evil seems to me to lie much deeper: in the great
secrecy which surrounded the concentration camp at Dachau from the very
beginning to the end, as was the case with all concentration camps and all other
such extermination centres of the Third Reich. 12
One such example of unregistered deaths by execution in Dachau is offered:
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In the autumn of 1941, several weeks after the beginning of the war with Russia,
mass liquidations took place daily. Well over 6,000 were executed but their names,
etc. were not registered.13
The first crematorium was erected in 1940, on the North-West corner of the camp, and can only
be reached over a small footbridge. <photo 6> The ovens are housed in a wooden shed
surrounded by a grove of trees. <photo 7> The well-concealed site was carefully chosen, and
further isolated from the main camp by a large drainage ditch, the camp wall, a barbed wire
fence, and a large ditch with running water. <photo 8> <photo 9> <photo 10> It is quite
impossible even today to see the old crematorium from the camp, and many visitors miss it
altogether even when walking within a few yards of it on the path to the new crematorium.
<photo 47>
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By early 1942, the death rate outstripped the capacity of the old crematorium originally built by
Topf & Söhne. The manufacturer's name is quite visible on the doors of the furnaces.
<photo 11> <photo 12> Plans were drawn up in April, 1942 for a more efficient four-furnace
crematory which, from its early planning days, incorporated five gas chambers. 14 <photo 13>
<photo 14> <photo 15> On July 23, 1942, the order was issued from the SS Headquarters in
Berlin to commence construction of the crematorium at a cost of RM150,000. 15 <photo 16>
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The new crematorium incorporating five gas chambers -- four of which were designed
specifically for fumigation and a fifth for homicidal purposes -- was completed in 1943. This new
crematorium would be known by the ominous-sounding name of Baracke X. 16,17 <photo 17>
<photo 18> <photo 19> <photo 20>
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It must be pointed out that the ovens at Dachau or other Nazi camps are not, strictly speaking,
"crematoriums." A conventional "crematorium" is designed to cremate one body at a time. This
implies a heating cycle, an incineration cycle, a cooling cycle, and the recovery of ashes from the
deceased. An oven that cremates bodies in a continuous manner is more aptly called an
"incinerator". Cremations of cadavers, in this last case, are carried out with no cooling period or
recovery of ashes between cremations. New corpses are simply fed into the ovens as the old
ones are consumed. The cost of operation of an "incinerator" is considerably lower than that of a
"crematorium," and the efficiency is considerably higher. With coal and other fuel often in short
supply, and with a substantial increase in the number of cadavers to be incinerated, the ovens ran
continuously; several bodies were often burned together and the ashes intermingled:
Improved ovens were put into operation here [i.e. Baracke X] They were fitted
with double doors to reduce the blast of heat when they were opened. ... There
were four ovens, with a capacity of 7 or 8 bodies each at a time -- even nine when
the bodies were very emaciated. Cremation lasted about two hours.* <photo 21>
<photo 22> <photo 23>
In theory the ashes were to be collected and preserved in urns. The families of the
dead could have the urns sent to them on payment of expenses. ... The urns were,
in any case, filled with ashes collected at random, since several bodies were
cremated together. In the end no more trouble was taken to fill the urns, and the
ashes were buried in the grounds of the crematorium.18
* Other estimates put this time as low as 10-15 minutes:
While the crematorium still functioned normally, the burning of a body lasted 10-15
minutes. 19
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The Gas Chambers
Objectives
Two issues will be now be addressed:
1. The intended purpose of the gas chambers built in Baracke X; and,
2. The actual use of the chambers once Baracke X had been built.

Intended Purpose
It may come as a surprise to many readers that Baracke X incorporates five gas chambers all of
which were included in the original design. These were built and exist to this date. Most visitors
to the Dachau Camp, drawn by horror to the main entrance of the crematorium and to the large
room designated as a disguised homicidal gas chamber, rarely venture beyond these areas. The
chamber (room # 8) is located next to a mortuary room, which in turn connects to the large area
housing the four huge furnaces. <photo 24> <photo 25>
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There are, however, four additional chambers which figure prominently in the original drawings
of the new crematorium (Baracke X) . These are located on the southern side of the building and
were specifically designed and constructed for fumigation or disinfestation. <photo 26>
<photo 27> The overcrowding of Dachau brought serious problems to the inmates, the most
dangerous of which was lice-borne typhus. These four gas chambers were specifically designed
to fumigate clothing, bedding, blankets, etc., using a well-proven technique: hydrogen cyanide
gas in the form of Zyklon-B pellets. These chambers were identical in design as those proposed
for the same purpose at Auschwitz: <photo 28>
Effective as the procedure was [by using an earlier method - HWM], the camp
authorities found it irritatingly inefficient. Too much Zyklon-B was needed and it
took too long to exterminate the lice. The Degesch engineers addressed this
problem in an article sent by them to the building office in 1941. They
recommended the building of many small heatable chambers designed to be used
with the standard 200 gram tin of Zyklon-B. Heating the space to over thirty
degrees centigrade helped the gas to evaporate from the grains quickly and
completely and shortened the exposure time needed to kill the lice to one hour. [...]
20
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The proposed disinfestation gas chambers in Auschwitz were designed to use a unique device
which would open the can containing Zyklon-B, dispense the crystals or pellets
onto a tray, and blow hot air on the pellets to ensure rapid evaporation. 21
<photo 29> The authorities at Auschwitz were apparently not able to justify the
photo 29
expenditure that these mechanized chambers would entail and the project was
dropped.
The cost of the new crematorium at Dachau, however, included the construction of four
specifically-designed gas chambers for disinfestation (see <photo 14> and <photo 27> above),
each supplied with the identical Degesch Zyklon-B dispensers that had been proposed for
Auschwitz. <photo 30> The disinfestation chambers are small, narrow, and with low ceilings.
They are better suited for treating clothing, bedding material and blankets than for
exterminating human beings. Once disinfestation of the material was completed,
the operators would simply need to open the outer doors and let the remaining,
but very volatile, gas diffuse without risk into the atmosphere. The four parallel
photo 30
chambers in the Dachau crematorium are unquestionably gas chambers designed
specifically for exterminating lice and other insects.
A larger room adjacent to the four disinfestation chambers is also a gas chamber but this one
was designed specifically for homicidal purposes. Any doubts that this chamber is a gas chamber
are rapidly dispelled upon viewing the exhaust vents on the ceiling of the room <photo 31>, the
exhaust chimney on the roof <photo 32>, and the metal doors that are in use by the the
disinfestation gas chambers <photo 33>. A contemporary picture of the gas chamber door
<photo 34> is similar in design to those used in the disinfestation chambers. It would appear that
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the fake shower heads on the ceiling of the chamber <photo 35>, the sign over the door stating
Brausebad (shower room) <photo 36> and the smooth brick finish simulating tiling (see
<photo 41> below) were part of an elaborate ploy to make the victims believe they were going
to take a bath after having deposited their clothes in the passageway connecting the disinfestation
chambers with the homicidal chamber.

photo 31
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Further evidence of its design as a homicidal chamber are the two bin-like drawers leading from
the gas chamber to the exterior. <photo 37> <photo 38> <photo 39> The only possible
explanation for these bins is that they were designed to receive the granules of Zyklon-B (or
some other lethal volatile poison) from a small tin. The person in charge of a homicidal gassing
need only don a gas mask, open the two bins, and dump part of a small tin of Zyklon-B into
each one. Having done this, the operator would close the bins, which are protected from
interference from the victims by a protective grating, <photo 40> <photo 41> and wait a few
minutes until all the victims were dead. At this point, the powerful mechanical extractor could be
energized sending the poisonous fumes into the atmosphere, drawing fresh air through a small
hatchway located above the bins. The bodies could then be moved into the mortuary chamber to
await incineration in the adjoining crematory furnaces.
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The question arises of the difference between the method of dispensing of Zyklon-B to the
disinfestation chambers and to the extermination chamber. Quite simply: the exposure time and
concentration of hydrogen cyanide gas for killing insects is considerably higher than that which is
needed to kill humans. According to the manufacturers of the product, it only requires 0.3 grams
per cubic meter to kill human beings, whereas concentrations of up to 10 grams per cubic meter
were routinely employed to destroy insects. 22 The relative ease with which it is possible to kill
humans with low concentrations of hydrogen cyanide makes it simpler and less expensive to use
the drawer-like bins in the homicidal chamber rather than to use the costly Degesch dispensers.
Additionally, the bins would allow for other volatile poisons to be employed as suggested by
Rascher in his letter to Himmler. (See below.)
A suspicious and heretofore unexplained structure bears mentioning. What appears to be a
wooden screen blocking the area where the bin-like drawers are located on the
eastern wall of the new crematorium (Baracke X) can be observed in
photographs taken immediately after the camp was liberated by the Americans.
<photo 42> (See also <photo 17> above.) This screen seems to be about 16
photo 42
feet wide and six feet deep. It does not appear to have any roof-covering. If it
was indeed a screen, it would have allowed operation of the bin-like drawers by one or more
perpetrators without any possibility of being observed by any casual bystanders.

Actual Use of the Gas Chambers
It is almost certain that the fumigation or disinfestation chambers were used for their designed
purpose. Bishop Neuhäusler quotes Michelet's Street of Liberty:
...a good use for the gas chamber and for the poison gas provided. When an
epidemic of typhoid fever [The author is in error. He surely meant typhus which is
borne by lice. - HWM] broke out in the camp, in the winter of 1944, the Capo of
the disinfestation commando suggested to the camp leader that they use the cyclon
[sic] gas to disinfect the rags and tatters which lay in heaps in the yard of the
disinfection barracks and were dangerous bearers of lice. The experiment proved
to be a successful undertaking. However, the gas chamber was not used for this.
Instead small rooms located at the western [actually southern - HWM] exit of the
crematorium, as well as one other camp-building used generally for disinfections
served this purpose. 23
The official historian of Dachau, Paul Berben, further states:
During the winter of 1944-5, the disinfection squad, under authority of the chief
S.S. doctor, started disinfecting, by gas, the piles of vermin ridden clothes. 24
Although the administrative authorities at Dachau, some famous prisoners and many historians
are quick to point out that the large gas chamber at the camp was never used for homicidal
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purposes, there is at least some evidence to the contrary. Bishop Neuhäusler, for example,
states:
Also behind the wire fence was the camp crematorium. At first it was housed in a
wooden barrack, later in a stone building built by Polish Catholic priests, to whom
the building trade had been taught. This crematorium was located in a small forest
on the west side quite close to the camp. The prevailing wind was from the west
and consequently the smell of burning corpses filled the camp, reminding of their
approaching end and adding immeasurably to their despair.
With the new crematorium a gas chamber was also connected. The whole
construction of the crematorium with its gas chamber was completed in 1943. It
contained an 'undressing room', a 'shower bath', and a 'mortuary'. The showers
were metal traps which had no pipelines for a supply of poisonous gas. This gas
chamber was never set in action in Dachau. Only the dead were brought to the
crematorium for 'burning', no living for 'gassing'. 25
There is also considerable evidence that at least 3,166 prisoners were sent to Hartheim Castle in
Linz. Here they were quickly put to death in the small gas chamber originally used to destroy the
mentally retarded and handicapped. 26

Dr. Sigmund Rascher
An acquaintance of Heinrich Himmler, who later fell into disfavor and was executed, Rascher
was an active participant in the grotesque so-called "medical experiments" at Dachau. These
included immersing prisoners in cold water until they succumbed, or evacuating a chamber to
simulate high altitudes until the screaming prisoner died. 27 It is beyond the scope of this essay to
expand on this aspect of Rascher's activities nor of his peculiar credentials. What does bear
analysis is a communication written on his letterhead sent to Himmler on August 9, 1942.
<photo 43> A translation into English reads:
Dr. Sigmund Rascher
Munich

photo 43

Togerstr. 56
August 9, 1942
Esteemed Reichsführer!
As you know, the same installation as in Linz is to be built in Dachau. As the
'invalid transports' terminate in the special chambers anyway I wondered if it would
be possible to test the effects of our combat gases in these chambers using the
persons who are destined for those chambers anyway. The only reports which are
available so far are for experiments on animals or of accidents in the manufacture of
these gases.
(signed)
S. Rascher 28
This letter has caused considerable polemic. Having established that the large gas chamber was
indeed a homicidal chamber, little other evidence, apart from Rascher's letter, had surfaced to
confirm its actual use on human beings. There is, however, a little-known book that might
support the use of this gas chamber at least for experimental purposes.
A British Intelligence operative, Captain S. Payne Best had been kidnapped, together with other
British officers, by the Gestapo from a hotel in Venlo, a small Dutch town bordering Nazi
Germany. The kidnapping took place before the Germans had occupied Holland which was,
until that moment, a peaceful neutral country. Capt. Best, a meticulous officer, intelligence
specialist and compulsive diarist, was treated rather better than most prisoners of the Nazis,
having been assigned cells in the areas reserved for distinguished prisoners. Initially held in
Sachsenhausen, Capt. Best was moved to Buchenwald in August of 1944.
Among other privileged prisoners such as General von Rabenau, Pastor Bonhnhöffer, General
von Falkenhausen, and Dr. Josef Müller, was Dr. Sigmund Rascher whose rather luxurious cell
(No. 10), adjoined the equally comfortable cell (11) holding Captain Best, who reports:
Next morning when I went to wash, there was a little man with a ginger moustache
in the lavatory who introduced himself as Dr. Rascher saying that he was half
English and that his mother was related to the Chamberlain family. When I told him
my name he was much interested saying that he knew about my case and that he
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had also met Stevens [another of the British officers - HWM] when he was medical
officer in Dachau. ... He was a queer fellow; possibly the queerest character which
has ever come my way.
Almost at our first meeting he told me that he had belonged to Himmler's personal
staff, and that it was he who had planned and supervised the construction of the gas
chambers and was responsible for the use of prisoners as guinea pigs in medical
research. Obviously he saw nothing wrong in this and considered it merely a matter
of expediency. As regards the gas chambers he said that Himmler, a very kindhearted man, was most anxious that prisoners should be exterminated in a manner
which caused them least anxiety and suffering, and the greatest trouble had been
taken to design a gas chamber so camouflaged that its purpose would not be
apparent, and to regulate the flow of the lethal gas so that the patients might fall
asleep without recognizing that they would never wake. Unfortunately, Rascher
said, they had never quite succeeded in solving the problem caused by the varying
resistance of different people to the effects of poison gases, and always there had
been a few who lived longer than others and recognized where they were and what
was happening. Rascher said that the main difficulty was that the numbers to be
killed were so great that it was impossible to prevent the gas chambers being
overfilled, which greatly impeded any attempts to ensure a regular and simultaneous
death-rate. 29
If, as Rascher states, they had "...not succeeded in solving the problem..." it implies that he had
probably experimented with putting men to death in the Dachau gas chamber. Rascher remained
in Dachau conducting "medical experiments" until early in 1944 when he was arrested, ostensibly
for assisting his wife in the kidnapping of infants. With his departure from Dachau, it is likely that
further experimentation with the homicidal chamber came to an end.
When the American forces were closing in on Buchenwald, Rascher, Best and the other
prominent 'special' prisoners were evacuated to Dachau and housed in the privileged prisoner
area known as the "bunker." Rascher was killed by a shot to the back of the head on April 26,
1945 in cell 73 of the Dachau "bunker." 30 Three days later the camp was liberated by the
American Army. Best was released and went on to publish his memoirs.
Father Sales Hess O.S.B. also mentions the gas chambers in his book published shortly after the
liberation of Dachau:
Up until the year 1942, a small crematory performed the services with two ovens.
A bigger crematorium was built 1942 with four ovens and was equipped with four
gas chambers. The whole construction was executed by mason-apprentices with
many Polish priests under them. The hearths of the ovens were sufficiently large that
four corpses would fit at one time. [...] I often heard told that prisoners who were
still alive were put into the crematory oven. In the year 1942 or 1943 a detachment
of Jews was conspicuously 'put away' to the crematorium and none came back.
What happened with them we could only suspect. I didn't learn of more specific
details. 31

Liberation
Dachau was liberated by American troops on April 29, 1945. The scenario that they
encountered was Dantesque beyond description. Corpses were piled up helter-skelter in the
morgue of the new crematorium (see <photo 24> above) and in front of the old crematorium.
<photo 44>
Bodies were also found strewn about the camp grounds outside the huts where the prisoners
were housed. <photo 45> Boxcars in a nearby railway siding were also found filled with
hundreds of corpses. <photo 46> Nothing can explain such a crime.
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Given the evidence that confronted them, it was not surprising that soldiers, observers, journalists
and Congressional investigators should have assumed that the bodies found in the mortuary, on
the floor of the gas chamber, and next to the old crematorium had been victims of the gas
chamber. A report in a U.S. Army newspaper of the time reported:
The Dachau crematorium is a long low brick structure with a tall smokestack from
which smoke poured day and night. The gas chamber is 20 feet square and has 18
nozzles across the ceiling that look like shower outlets... 32
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It is generally accepted today that most, if not all of the dead found in these areas, perished
through starvation, exposure, sickness -- particularly typhus -- mistreatment, and execution by
means other than poison gas. Nonetheless, one survivor of the Dachau camp, Joel Sack, a
Polish engineer, who visited the homicidal chamber soon after liberation reports:
Outside, there was still a plentiful supply of cans with the Zyclon-B [sic] poison.
The cans bore the name of the manufacturer, A.E.G. [sic] FARBEN INDUSTRIE
To the outside of the gas chamber door were attached forms for keeping records:
Gasheit, Time of gassing. Zu, Close . . . Uhr, Time ...
Auf, Finish . . . Uhr, Time . . .
Below that was the sign of a skull with two cross bones and a warning:
Vorsicht, Careful . . . G A S
Lebensgefahr, Danger to Life
Nicht Offenen, Do Not Open 33
Neither the reports by the U.S. Army, Father Hess nor Sack prove conclusively that the
homicidal chamber was used to kill people. Until further evidence is discovered, historians will
have to conform themselves with the knowledge that it was technically possible to have
murdered human beings with poison gas in that room, and that the room, some 16x16x12ft high,
was designed for the exclusive purpose of carrying out such a grim task. This circumstance does
not free the perpetrators of their crimes. No matter in what manner the tens of thousands of
unfortunate people in Dachau lost their lives, they were murdered as surely as if they had been
placed in a gas chamber and asphyxiated with hydrogen cyanide gas. The intentional destruction
of human life by whatever means is still murder. It is quite sufficient, for the moment, to
demonstrate that the Nazis intended to use a homicidal gas chamber in Dachau, and that they
designed, built and equipped such a chamber in the Dachau Concentration Camp.
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author.)
<photo 28>. (480x235). Engineering drawing with proposed fumigating chambers for the
Auschwitz concentration camp. Dwork, Debórah and van Pelt, Robert Jan, op. cit., p. 220.
<photo 29>. (480x329). Zyklon-B dispensing device as proposed for the Auschwitz
fumigating chambers. Dwork, Debórah and van Pelt, Robert Jan, op. cit., p. 221.
(Notations in English by the author.)
<photo 30>. (480x324). Zyklon-B dispensing device as installed in the new Dachau
crematorium. (Photo by the author.)
<photo 31>. (480x323). Ceiling of homicidal gas chamber in the Dachau crematorium. Note
exhaust grille and fake shower heads. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 32>. (350x526). Exterior view of homicidal chamber. Note exhaust chimney directly
overhead. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 33>. (480x316). Door of homicidal chamber leading into mortuary. (Photo by Dr.
Daniel Keren.)
<photo 34>. (350x345). Door of homicidal chamber as found by the American liberating
troops in 1945. (U.S. Army photo.)
<photo 35>. (480x316). Close-up of fake shower head. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 36>. (480x322). Door into homicidal gas chamber from the undressing area. Note
sign identifying it as a Brausbad (shower bath). (Photo by the author.)
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<photo 37>. (480x326). Outside view of homicidal gas chamber showing the two bin-like
drawers designed to introduce lethal poisons. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 38>. (480x320). Medium view of exterior of homicidal gas chamber showing one of
two bin-like drawers and closed ventilating inlet. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 39>. (480x320). Close-up view of bin-like drawer designed to introduce lethal
poisons into the homicidal chamber. Note hinges on bottom allowing the device to rock in or
out. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 40>. (480x320). Close-up view of interior of bin-like drawer showing protection
grating. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 41>. (480x320). Close-up view of grating and bin-like drawer from within the
homicidal gas chamber. (Photo by Dr. Daniel Keren.)
<photo 42>. (468x339). Bodies piled up in front of the wooden screen located in front of
the bin-like drawers. (Photo appearing on p. 464 of Lenz, Johannes Maria, Christus in
Dachau oder Christus der Sieger, 1957, Buchversand: "Libri Catholici").
<photo 43>. (480x365). Letter from Rascher to Himmler, August 9, 1942. Personal
Records, Berlin Document Center.
<photo 44>. (360x240). Bodies piled up outside of the old crematorium when Dachau was
liberated. Berben, Paul, op. cit., photo between pp. 192 and 193 by J. Brichaux, a Belgian
prisoner.
<photo 45>. (480x343). Bodies lined up outside the huts (U.S. Army Photograph.)
<photo 46>. (480x496). Bodies discovered in railway cars by American troops. (Imperial
War Museum, London.)
<photo 47>. (480x394). Simple map of the Dachau Concentration Camp. The
Crematorium (#11) is well-concealed from the prisoners.
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